
New EU Soros-Backed “Suicide Pact” Threatens
to Flood Europe With 75 Million More
Migrants

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

The EU Migration and Asylum Pact was endorsed by the European Parliament’s Civil
Liberties Committee (LIBE) last Wednesday. MEPs will vote for the agreement in its
current form in March or April. The new agreement would require Member States to pay
€20,000 per person into a ‘solidarity fund’ for every migrant they do not wish to take.
According to BNN Breaking News, the pact, borne out of billionaire George Soros’
proposal for a comprehensive asylum system, seeks an ambitious integration of up to 75
million migrants into Europe. Soros argues that such a plan, necessitating at least 30
billion euros annually, is essential for the EU’s survival and vitality. Beyond the
sheer numbers, the plan advocates for the inclusion of economic refugees.
The key problem is that there is no appetite whatsoever for the EU simply to impose
proper border controls: The new leader of Frontex, the European Union agency tasked with
securing borders, called for open borders in January 2024 and vowed to appease left-wing
pro-mass migration activists.

.

The EU has passed a migration pact dubbed “the suicide of Europe” which could lead to
the continent being flooded with as many as 75 million new migrants.

The European Parliament’s LIBE committee passed the act on Wednesday, which formalizes
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the distribution of migrants to member states and punishes those that refuse to take
them.

Because cultural enrichment and diversity is “our greatest strength,” countries that try
to maintain their national identity without being subsumed by migrants will be hit with
severe financial penalties.

Marine Le Pen, the leader of National Rally’s parliamentary wing, previously said the
pact would lead to “the suicide of Europe,” adding that it was a deal with the devil and
represents an “organized plan of submersion of Europe and the nations which compose it.”

Member states will be forced to accept migrants or pay a massive financial penalty of
€25,000 per migrant.

This makes little sense given that we’re constantly reminded of how mass migration is
such an economic boon and is both inevitable and vital to maintaining GDP levels.

However, it makes total sense when you understand that such claims are completely
fraudulent.

“The next question is how many they will force on us. Now they are deciding that. So
they are creating rules that give Brussels the right to say how many migrants they will
distribute,” said Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán last year.

“So, several countries have indicated that they do not agree. We do not want to
implement it. In the end, we are facing a very unpleasant turn of events here.”

Orbán questioned why, if accepting migrants was so financially profitable, are western
European nations trying to offload them onto Hungary.

Róbert Gönczi, an analyst at Hungary’s Migration Research Institute, pointed out that
migrants distributed to Hungary normally end up leaving for Sweden or Germany, where
they receive far bigger welfare payments.

Read full article here…

Brussels Times:     
https://www.brusselstimes.com/924418/eu-migration-pact-moves-forward-but-with-devastatin
g-implications-for-human-rights

Modernity News:       
https://modernity.news/2024/01/23/europes-top-border-guard-calls-for-open-borders/

BNN Breaking:     
https://bnnbreaking.com/politics/the-soros-plan-a-controversial-blueprint-for-europes-mi
gration-future
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George Soros Reported to Have Been ‘Swatted’
at His New York Estate

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

The Southampton Village, New York, estate of leftist George Soros, 93, was reportedly
“swatted” on Saturday, adding the billionaire to a list of other high-profile people who
have become victims of the 911 prank over the past couple of weeks.  Most of the people
swatted have been conservatives.
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Alemeda County District Attorney Pamela Price became a victim of her own policies last
week when her car was broken into and burglarized. She had to wait for an hour for a
response from police and filed a report online.

TikTok Influencers Received $$$ from Soros
to Promote Far-Left Agenda and Bash
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A network of 500 “activists, organizers, and creators” are being used to promote Biden
and bash conservatives. The woke foot soldiers regularly go into battle on behalf of
abolishing border enforcement, defunding cops, and ending cash bail according to their
website.

Oakland, California: Soros-Backed DA Pamela
Price Blasted by Residents Over Surge in
Crime

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

Price has has called to “defund police, defund prosecutors, and divest from prisons.”
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She is facing a recall after just six months in office. Violent crime, including
homicides, aggravated assaults, rape and robbery, spiked by 14% when compared to 2022.

Jimmy Dore Added To Ukraine Government’s
Kill List

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

Some of the people on the kill list have been “liquidated”, which is a euphemism for
murder. The website was in existence prior to the Orange Revolution in 2004 and was
funded by the National Endowment for Democracy, which is known as a “CIA sidekick” and
George Soros’ International Renaissance Fund.

Chicago: Boys Aged 14 and 17 Were Charged
with Misdemeanors for Stealing Car, Crashing
It, and Killing a Baby
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Soros-backed District Attorney Kim Foxx, whose office has dismissed thousands of violent
felony cases since she was sworn in in 2016 and re-elected in 2020, has only charged the
teens with misdemeanors. There were two more passengers in the stolen vehicle and it is
unknown if they will face charges.

San Francisco Democrats Oust Soros-Backed
Radical District Attorney Chesa Boudin

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

San Francisco recalled progressive District Attorney Chesa Boudin for allowing crime to
flourish by eliminating cash bail and refusing to prosecute crimes like shoplifting,
resulting in a plague of smash-and-grab crimes. Homicides, burglaries, and car thefts
all increased under Boudin.
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Los Angeles DA George Gascón Will NOT Bring
Felony Charges Against Knife-Wielding Man
Who Attacked Dave Chappelle

written by GEG | February 19, 2024

Isaiah Lee was arrested for assault with a deadly weapon, but Soros-backed Los Angeles
District Attorney George Gascón will not bring felony charges against the knife-wielding
man.

Soros Prosecutor Kim Gardner Admits
Wrongdoing, But Gets No Penalty
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Gardner omitted a video recording and notes from a meeting she and her investigator,
William Tisaby, conducted with Greitens’ mistress. The withheld evidence hindered
Greitens’ ability to defend himself. A court last year found that Kim Gardner engaged in
62 acts of misconduct.

Russia Accuses Hunter Biden, CDC and George
Soros of Involvement in Biolabs in Ukraine
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The Russians publicly called out Hunter Biden, George Soros, the CDC and others that
were allegedly involved in the biolab scheme. The labs were reportedly studying
dangerous infections and sought new anthrax strains from old animal burial grounds.

￼Elderly Victim Beaten with Bat Sues San
Francisco DA for Letting Attackers Off
Without Jail
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A Vietnamese-American elder is suing San Francisco District Attorney Chesa Boudin for
reducing multiple felony charges, including terrorist attacks and elder abuse, against
his attackers down to a single count of misdemeanor assault, no jail time.


